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ABSTRACT

We relate the organizational form of investment banking syndicates to moral

hazard in team production. Although syndicates are dissolved upon deal com-

pletion, membership stability across deals represents a barrier to entry that en-

ables the capture of quasi-rents. This improves incentives for individual bankers

to cultivate investor relationships that translate into greater expected proceeds.

Reputational concerns of lead bankers amplify the effect. We derive conditions

under which restricted entry and designation of a lead banker strictly Pareto

dominate, in which case it is also strictly Pareto dominant for the syndicate’s fee

to be greater than members’ cost of participation.
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In 1997 alone, approximately $1.3 trillion in new securities were sold in the U.S. public debt

and equity markets. Most were underwritten by syndicates of investment banks organized

for the sole purpose of selling the securities offering at hand. Although previous research and

prominent textbooks emphasize the risk-sharing function of the syndicate (Wilson (1968),

Mandelker and Raviv (1977), Chowdhry and Nanda (1996) and Ross, Westerfield, and Jaffe

(1999)), we contend that the syndicate’s unique organizational structure reflects, at least in

part, an institutional response to the relationship-intensive nature of the investment banking

industry.

To gain intuition for our argument, it is useful to think of securities offerings as having

two stages. The first is a period of preparation for the issuing firm and market. During this

stage, investment bankers coordinate the collection and dissemination of information relevant

to the offering. We envision a bank’s information-production capacity to be a function of

investments in the development and maintenance of investor and client networks. The second

stage includes the distribution of securities and secondary market support.

Considerations of optimal scale and scope apparently have prevented individual banks

from maintaining the capacity demanded by most securities issuers. Collaboration among

banks, however, is complicated by the fact that investment in network development involves

day-to-day efforts that overlap with one another and are difficult to monitor (Eccles and

Crane (1988)). Thus, individual bankers have a powerful incentive to free ride on one another

in the preparation of an offering.1

The moral hazard problem gains an additional dimension if potential team members

can maintain the pretense of high-quality production capacity at minimal effort. Unless

nurtured, the relationships and reputation that are necessary for a bank to be an effective

syndicate member will decay. However, a bank that has been successful in the past might

be tempted to rest on the laurels of past success and maintain the perception of high-quality
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relationships with minimal effort. If minimal effort cannot easily be distinguished from more

extensive effort, then, from the issuer’s perspective, it is important not only to promote

the costly effort necessary to develop and maintain high-quality relationships, but also to

discourage syndicate members from engaging in less costly, unproductive activities, designed

to mislead issuers.

The purpose of our work is to demonstrate how the organizational structure of the syn-

dicate can alleviate this problem. Syndicates differ from many strategic alliances in that

each syndicate is organized for the execution of a narrow set of transactions associated with

a single offering. However, the brief formal lifespan of syndicates belies the stable informal

relationships among banks evidenced by extensive overlap in membership across syndicates

(Eccles and Crane (1988) and Benveniste, Busaba and Wilhelm (2000)). We contend that

membership stability is a natural by-product of the central role of relationships and reputa-

tion in financial intermediation. Moreover, the inability to replicate these assets in the short

run enables member banks to capture quasi-rents.

In contrast to the relatively stable membership of these production teams, internal struc-

ture is unstable as the identity of the lead banker changes from deal to deal. Potential

syndicate members compete aggressively for the leadership role because it carries with it the

bulk of the fees paid to the syndicate. However, leadership also carries greater responsibility

for the outcome of the deal, and effectively places the leader in the limelight. As such, the

selection of a lead banker acts as a monitoring mechanism that threatens those who might

shirk in their day-to-day efforts with loss of reputation and future quasi-rents.

In our model, barriers to entry make it feasible for the issuer to share surplus with

syndicate members. We demonstrate that by sharing surplus the issuer can motivate a larger

syndicate to exert effort. The random monitoring mechanism associated with the designation

of a lead banker, enhances the value of sharing surplus with the syndicate. Thus, barriers
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to entry together with designation of a lead banker are characteristic of a Pareto-dominant

organizational form.

Our analysis is in the spirit of existing work on moral hazard in team production (e.g.

Alchian and Demsetz (1972), Holmström (1982), and Gorton and Grundy (1997)), but differs

in that effort is exerted before the production team is organized. In contrast to most existing

work in moral hazard, we also model production as a concave, rather than linear, function of

effort. Because the model is quite general, it sheds light on any team-production setting in

which output depends on effort exerted prior to forming a production team and suggests a

rationale for variable project-specific leadership assignments within stable production teams.

The identification of benefits deriving from reputation and relationship-induced barriers

to entry complements recent work by Anand and Galetovic (2000), Persons and Warther

(1997) and Benveniste, Busaba and Wilhelm (2000) and the more general “quality-assuring

price” analysis of Klein and Leffler (1981). Our results also shed light on the debate surround-

ing a recent Justice Department investigation and civil lawsuit alleging collusive behavior

among industry members as evidenced by clustering of underwriting spreads around the 7%

level (Chen and Ritter (2000)). In our model, the issuer may optimally pay a fee in excess

of the syndicate members’ participation costs because the positive effect on incentives so in-

creases total proceeds as to more than offset the issuer’s smaller share. The optimal amount

of surplus shared with the syndicate is increasing in issue size. As a result, even though the

percentage underwriting spread is decreasing in issue size, the spread is a convex function of

issue size that converges to a relatively flat fee structure for large issues.

In the following section, we provide a brief historical account of the syndicate that explains

why risk sharing may be only one role for the syndicate and perhaps a less important role,

at that. In Section II, we develop a model for analyzing moral hazard in team production.

The analysis of the model is structured to shed light on the role of the three institutional
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features discussed above: the designation of a lead bank, the centrality of reputation, and the

beneficial role of implicit barriers to entry created by reputation and relationships. Section

III presents the first-best solution. Sections IV and V present the second-best solutions

without and with a lead banker, respectively. Section VI presents the model’s empirical

implications and Section VII concludes with some thoughts on why the syndicate’s role

might be altered by recent advances in information technology. Proofs for all propositions

and a list of variable definitions are provided in the Appendix.

I. A Brief History of the Underwriting Syndicate

Precursors to the underwriting syndicate can be traced to at least the eighteenth century

when loan contractors organized to support the sale of British and French government loans

(Carosso, 1970). Most historians credit Jay Cooke with the introduction of the underwriting

syndicate to U.S. financial markets in 1870 after having observed its use in France. Between

1880 and 1890, the syndicate primarily was used in the sale of railroad bonds, gaining wider

use only after 1893.

The modern syndicate is defined by a complex set of contracts including the agreement

among underwriters, the purchasing agreement between the underwriters and the issuer,

and the selling agreement between the underwriters and members of the selling group. The

contractual framework was relatively plastic prior to World War II but, in general, evolved

toward a more stable structure that limited the liability of the syndicate membership (Dew-

ing (1953)). The significant innovation in this regard was probably the pricing of deals (and

therefore determining the underwriter’s commitment) only hours before beginning distribu-

tion and only after extensive canvassing of the institutional investor community.

Even as the syndicate began to take shape as an organizational form at the turn of the
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twentieth century, kinship groups, bonded by a common culture that resulted in frequent

personal interaction and intermarriage, remained an important foundation for informal al-

liances that supported transactions beyond the scope of any single (family) partnership

(Supple (1957)). Presumably this would not have been the case if capital constraints or

risk-sharing considerations were the only basis for the syndicate. Of course, the contracts

that in theory would have made one person’s capital and risk-sharing capacity as good as

another’s were incomplete and legal recourse was often costly or non-existent.2 However,

even early observers commented on a role for the syndicate that went beyond risk-sharing:

No banker can wisely cover the whole gamut of investment securities, providing

within his single organization a specialized and intelligent procedure of purchase;

and yet a great variety of securities must be offered to the banker’s customers in

order to meet the demands of each investor’s need for diversification. (Dewing

(1934, p. 981))

Christenson (1965, p.11) expands on this point by observing that banks chosen as syndicate

managers had “acquired a reputation for good judgement in the evaluation of securities and

for an excellent ‘feel’ for the market.”

Prior to 1970 the NYSE required member firms to be privately held. By 1960 a number

of investment banks had reorganized as private corporations. When the NYSE opened the

door to public ownership of member firms, a first wave of banks including Donaldson Lufkin

Jenrette, First Boston, Merrill Lynch, Dean Witter, and E.F. Hutton went public in short

order. By 1987, all but Goldman Sachs among the larger banks were public corporations and

no longer faced the risk sharing problems that motivated early syndicates. Thus, we contend

that by the mid-1980s, risk-sharing considerations in the syndication of securities offerings

were surely of second-order importance. Yet, between January 1996 and December 1998, an

analysis of 1,296 U.S. IPOs reveals that the mean syndicate size remains at 18.2 members

(median = 18).3 Without discounting the role of institutional inertia, the survival of the
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syndicate in the face of advances in risk sharing suggests that there are other dimensions to

its economic function.

II. The Model

We consider a model in which there are N risk-neutral bankers and a risk-neutral en-

trepreneur (the issuer) who maximizes expected net proceeds, net of any bankers’ fees, from

an initial public offering of equity. We model the “success” of a firm’s offering as a function

of the amount and quality of information produced by members of a syndicate of bankers

underwriting the deal. Gross proceeds from the issue, P , are stochastic. The realized gross

proceeds may take on one of two values. If the issue is successful then P = V > 0. This

occurs with probability p. Otherwise P = 0.4

Investment bankers possess a production technology that determines the probability of

a successful outcome. If a syndicate is formed with S + L bankers and S members of the

syndicate have exerted high-level effort while L members have exerted low-level effort, then

p =
(
1 − µ

S+αL

)
, where 0 ≤ α < 1. Thus, expected gross proceeds are P̄ = V

(
1 − µ

S+αL

)
.

For simplicity, we make the following assumptions:

• α = 0 so that only high-level effort contributes to total proceeds.

• V = 1, so P represents relative proceeds.5

The production function thus reduces to

P̄ = p = 1 − µ

S
. (1)

The production technology is a reduced-form representation of how bankers add value

when securities are issued. The production function’s concavity reflects the idea that the

efforts of individual bankers overlap with one another and so there is diminishing marginal
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benefit to adding bankers to the syndicate. We envision “effort” as being devoted to the

development and maintenance of reputation or relationships with institutional investors with

whom the N bankers have overlapping contact. In this context, µ might be interpreted as

reflecting uncertainty or capturing the marginal impact of high-level effort on proceeds.6

Equation (1) implies that the issuer wishes to have as many bankers as possible partici-

pating at high-level effort. However, there are costs associated with high-level participation

and so it may be impossible to motivate a large number of bankers to exert such effort. We

analyze this problem as a staged game in which the issuer’s objective is to maximize expected

net proceeds while the objective for each of the N bankers is to maximize his expected fee

net of the cost of exerting effort.

The order of moves in the game is illustrated in Figure 1. At time zero, it is exogenously

determined whether the syndicate has a lead banker or not and whether there is restricted

or free entry within the banking industry. This is common knowledge among all players.

In practice, syndicates are formed around a lead banker, but analyzing the no-lead regime

highlights the potential benefits of this convention. Similarly, considering both restricted

entry and free entry sheds light on the welfare implications of the centrality of reputations

and relationships in the production of underwriting services.7

Figure 1 goes here

At time 1 the issuer announces the number of bankers invited to join the syndicate,

S∗, and a sharing rule, for sharing gross proceeds with the syndicate. This is a take-it or

leave-it offer. While in practice such a contract would emerge from negotiations between

the issuer and the banker(s), our objective here is to determine the optimal syndicate from

the perspective of the issuer, requiring, of course, that the bankers’ responses be optimal.

When the lead banker is introduced, the issuer delegates responsibility for determining the
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syndicate size. We provide conditions such that under the contract offered by the issuer the

lead banker optimally selects S∗ − 1 additional syndicate members.

The issuer chooses the syndicate size and sharing rule to maximize expected net proceeds.

When choosing these quantities, the issuer knows the game being played, the expected price

function as given by equation (1) and the rule for selecting a lead banker and syndicate

members at time 3. The issuer also has rational expectations as to how bankers will respond

at time 2.

At time 2, each banker independently chooses from a set of three possible effort levels:

effort ∈ {no effort, low-level effort, high-level effort}. No effort costs the banker nothing,

low-level effort is exerted at cost (disutility) Dl and high-level effort is exerted at cost Dh,

where 0 ≤ Dl < Dh.
8 Each individual knows his own level of effort, but other agents observe

only the information partition: {0} and {Dl, Dh}. That is, the issuer and other bankers

know whether a particular banker has exerted effort, but cannot determine the level of effort

exerted. When bankers choose their effort levels, they know the game being played, the

syndicate size and sharing rule as set by the issuer at time 1, the price function as given by

equation (1) and the rule for selecting a lead and syndicate members at time 3. Bankers

also have rational expectations as to how the total syndicate fee will be shared within the

syndicate. The solution method used at time 2 requires a Nash equilibrium among the

bankers.

At time 3, the lead banker and syndicate members are chosen by applying a random

selection rule that takes into account what has occurred and is observable from previous

periods. A key aspect of the problem is that the syndicate for a particular deal is formed

after effort is exerted. If there is no lead banker, then S∗ syndicate members are chosen

randomly from the set of all bankers who have exerted some effort.9 If no more than S∗

bankers are in this set, then all bankers in the set are included in the syndicate. If more
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than S∗ bankers are in this set, then each banker in the set has a probability S∗

M
of being

included, where M is the number of bankers who have exerted some effort. If the lead-banker

game is being played, then the lead banker is randomly selected from the set of all bankers

who have exerted some effort. Each banker in this set has an equal probability of being

chosen. The remaining syndicate members are chosen as in the no-lead game. Later, we

examine agency problems between the issuer and lead banker triggered by disagreement over

syndicate size.

At time 4, the issue is priced. The probability of a succesful issue and total expected

proceeds are given by equation (1), where S is the number of syndicate members who have

exerted high-level effort. Total realized proceeds, P , are determined by a random draw.

Bankers not chosen for syndicate membership receive nothing. Each non-lead syndicate

member receives an equal share of the total syndicate fee. If there is a lead banker, this

banker may receive a larger share of the fee. The sharing rule between the lead and non-lead

bankers is developed later. Each banker who exerts effort has an equal chance of becoming

the lead, and so bankers who exert effort have identical a priori expectations.

III. The First-Best Outcome

We establish a benchmark for measuring the benefits of restricted entry and designation of

a lead banker by characterizing the first-best outcome when information production is not

subject to a moral hazard (free-riding) problem. In this case, all syndicate members exert

high-level effort and the issuer sets the sharing rule so that each member receives, in expected

value, exactly his cost of exerting high-level effort, Dh. In the absence of moral hazard, the

nonlinearity of the production function ensures a well-defined first-best outcome with gross

proceeds determined by the point where the marginal benefit and marginal cost of including
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an additional banker exerting high-level effort are equal.

Under first best, the issuing firm’s optimization problem is

max
S

1 − µ

S
− SDh . (2)

Solving the above equation we find that the first-best syndicate size is

Sfb =

√
µ

Dh

(3)

and the first-best outcome generates expected total proceeds of

P̄fb = 1 −
√

µDh . (4)

If the issuing firm captures the entire surplus, then bankers are just compensated for the

cost of producing high-level information. The issuing firm expects to receive net proceeds in

the amount

Z̄fb = 1 − 2
√

µDh . (5)

Positive expected net proceeds requires 4µDh < 1. Thus, an offering will not be attempted

even in the first-best world if the need to gather information is particularly severe (large µ)

and the relative cost of information production (Dh) is high.

IV. Syndicate Formation in the Presence of Moral

Hazard

Now we assume that all agents can observe realized proceeds but that individual effort levels

are observable only by the banker exerting the effort. Consequently, fees can now only be

tied to effort as it is reflected in realized proceeds. Thus, bankers may have an incentive to

free ride on one another. If we let w1 be the total fee paid to the syndicate when P = 1 and

w0 be the fee when P = 0, then the issuer maximizes expected net proceeds by solving:

max
S∗,w1,w0

E[Z|S] = p(S) (1 − w1) − (1 − p(S))w0 , (6)
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where S∗ is the number of bankers that the issuer invites into the syndicate and S ≤ S∗ is

the number of syndicate members who exert high-level effort.

A. Participation and Incentive-Compatibility Constraints with No Lead Banker

As in the first-best world, the issuer must take into account the fact that bankers will exert

high-level effort only if the marginal expected return to high-level effort is at least as large

as the marginal cost. In a second-best world the issuer must also be concerned about the

possibility of including in the syndicate bankers who have exerted only low-level effort. If

bankers exerting low-level effort are included in the syndicate, they contribute nothing to

the outcome but share in the proceeds. Thus, a necessary condition for the issuer’s net

proceeds to be maximized is that no banker exerts low-level effort. We define participation

and incentive-compatibility constraints such that at least S∗ bankers participate and such

that no banker participates at low-level effort. We apply the Nash equilibrium strategy of

showing that the equilibrium is a fixed point.

If M − 1 (M > 1) bankers exert high-level effort and M ≥ S∗, then an additional banker

M will exert the effort necessary to be considered for syndicate membership if the following

participation constraint is satisfied:

max
[

1

M

(
p(S∗ − 1)w1 + (1 − p(S∗ − 1))w0

)
− Dl ,

1

M

(
p(S∗)w1 + (1 − p(S∗))w0

)
− Dh

]
≥ 0 . (7)

The probability of success, given that S∗ syndicate members exert high-level effort, is p(S∗);

p(S∗ − 1) is the probability of success, given that S∗ − 1 syndicate members exert high-level

effort. The first term of equation (7) is the participation constraint for low-level effort. The

second term is the participation constraint for high-level effort. Each banker exerting at least

minimal effort has probability S∗

M
of being included in the syndicate. Each banker included

in the syndicate receives a portion 1
S∗ of the syndicate’s total fee. Thus, the participation
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constraint simply requires that banker M ’s expected share of proceeds equal or exceed the

cost of effort.

If realized total proceeds were a deterministic function of the effort exerted by the syn-

dicate members, then a direct method for achieving first-best would be for the issuer to pay

the syndicate only when proceeds from the offering indicate that all syndicate members have

exerted high-level effort. Because this cannot be done, we require instead that exerting high-

level effort be incentive compatible for all participating bankers. Incentive-compatibility is

achieved if, conditioned on M −1 (M > 1) bankers exerting high-level effort, an Mth banker

who wishes to participate does so at high-level effort. The incentive-compatibility constraint

is therefore

1

M

(
p(S∗) − p(S∗ − 1)

)
(w1 − w0) ≥ Dh − Dl , (8)

where
(
p(S∗)− p(S∗ − 1)

)
(w1 −w0) is the marginal impact on the syndicate’s expected fee

of having an additional banker in the syndicate contributing at high-level effort. Equation

(8) highlights the source of the free-riding problem in that each banker expects to receive

only a share 1
M

of the result of his or her effort.

Even in the presence of uncertainty it may be possible to achieve first-best (satisfy equa-

tion (8) with the first-best syndicate size and expected payment) by “punishing” the syndi-

cate if a bad outcome (P = 0) occurs. If there are no limits on the issuer’s ability to punish

(and the syndicate members are risk neutral as we assume here), then first-best can always

be achieved. We assume, however, that the investment bankers have limited liability so that

w1 ≥ 0 and w0 ≥ 0 . (9)

B. Optimal Syndicate Formation with No Lead Banker

Our first proposition establishes that, given the choice, the issuer prefers an industry struc-

ture that restricts entry such that the number of applicants to the syndicate (M) will not
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exceed the number of applicants that the issuer would optimally include in the syndicate

(S∗).

PROPOSITION 1: It is optimal from the issuer’s perspective to have the number of syndi-

cate applicants restricted to the optimal number of members in the syndicate.

Because effort is exerted prior to the formation of the syndicate, free entry may result in

wasted resources by leading more bankers to exert the effort necessary to vie for syndicate

membership than will optimally be included (M > S∗). This result could be achieved in the

absence of moral hazard, but it is particularly relevant to the problem at hand. Although

fees cannot be directly tied to effort, we will show that the number of bankers induced to

exert high-level effort can be increased by offering a fee in excess of the cost of exerting high-

level effort, Dh. (Recall that Dh is the fee paid in the first-best case.) However, if bankers

compete freely for syndicate membership, they will enter until any such quasi-rents are

competed away (until the participation constraint (equation (7)) is satisfied with equality),

thereby undermining this strategy for improving incentives.

We explore the costs of free entry in the face of moral hazard by first determining the

maximum syndicate size, S ′, achievable when the issuer does not share surplus with the

syndicate. This is obtained by satisfying both the participation constraint for high-level effort

(see equation (7)) and the incentive-compatibility constraint (equation (8)) with equality (see

the Appendix) which yields:

S ′ =
1

2


1 + µ +

√√√√√(1 + µ)2 +
4µ Dl

Dh

1 − Dl

Dh


 . (10)

Keeping in mind that Dl and Dh are relative costs that decrease in issue size, equation

(10) leads immediately to Proposition 2:

PROPOSITION 2: The first-best syndicate size is more nearly achieved for smaller issues

and as the cost of exerting low-level effort approaches that of exerting high-level effort. If
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first-best cannot be achieved, then the optimal syndicate size will be strictly less than the

first-best size.

Both Sfb and S ′ depend on the value of effort as represented by µ. But whereas the first-

best syndicate size is inversely related to the cost of high-level effort 1
Dh

, S ′ depends on the

relative costs of low-level and high-level effort Dl

Dh
. As Dl and Dh converge, S ′ goes toward

infinity and the first-best outcome is more likely feasible. If, however, both marginal relative

costs of effort diminish, as would be expected as issue size increases, then Sfb increases while

S ′ is unaffected. In this case the moral hazard problem increases.10

If Sfb is greater than S ′ so that first-best cannot be achieved, then the issuer may benefit

from restricted entry by optimally offering a contract that shares surplus with the syndicate.

Proposition 3 states this result and the conditions under which the benefits from restricted

entry are most pronounced.

PROPOSITION 3: When entry is restricted:

(i) The issuer can expand the syndicate while maintaining high-level effort from all members

by offering an expected fee that exceeds the syndicate’s cost of high-level effort.

(ii) The issuer optimally shares surplus with the syndicate if and only if not doing so leads to

a syndicate that is “small” relative to the first-best syndicate. This condition is more easily

achieved when the relative cost of high-level effort is low.

(iii) Sharing surplus with the syndicate is more beneficial to the issuer as the marginal impact

of high-level effort on proceeds increases and as the cost of high-level effort decreases.

With restricted entry, the issuer can offer a contract such that each syndicate member

expects a payoff of Dh+y, where y ≥ 0. This contract supports a syndicate with Snl members

each of whom exerts high-level effort, where:

Snl =
1

2


1 + µ +

√√√√√(1 + µ)2 +
4µDl+y

Dh

1 − Dl

Dh


 . (11)
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If there is free entry then the largest syndicate that can be motivated is S ′, regardless

of the value of y. The syndicate size under restricted entry, Snl, differs from S ′ only in the

premium y. Thus it is clear that restricting entry and sharing surplus with the syndicate

provides for a larger syndicate and therefore greater gross proceeds. Result (ii) of Proposition

3 draws attention to the issuer’s tradeoff. Sharing surplus with the syndicate provides for

a larger membership of bankers each of whom exerts high-level effort but at the cost to the

issuer of receiving a smaller share of the expected proceeds. The issuer gets more “bang for

his buck” when S ′ is small relative to Sfb. The concavity of the production function is such

that for relatively large values of S ′ (i.e., when the moral hazard problem is not particularly

severe) there is no strictly positive benefit to the ability to share surplus with the syndicate.

Because Dh is a relative cost that decreases in issue size, sharing surplus is more attractive

as the issue size increases. The marginal impact of high-level effort on proceeds is reflected

in µ so result (iii) simply states that as this benefit increases and its cost (Dh) declines,

the benefits of restricting entry increase.11 The condition under which the issuer optimally

shares surplus with the syndicate is derived in the appendix.12

The observation that in team-production settings more agents can be motivated to high-

level effort by payments in excess of reservation fees is not new (e.g., see Gorton and Grundy

(1997)). But our analysis suggests further that when effort is exerted before the production

team is formed, limiting competition through restricted entry permits the principal to form

a larger team of agents each of whom will have sufficient incentive to exert high-level effort.

This result is extended when we consider the role of a lead banker in forming a syndicate.

V. Delegation of Syndicate Formation to a Lead Banker

In this section we explore the conditions under which selecting a lead banker for the syn-

dicate further mitigates moral hazard. In practice, lead banker status carries both costs
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and benefits. The lead banker generally determines which bankers join the syndicate and

on what terms. This enables the lead to capture a larger share of the syndicate fee and is

also likely to have a positive impact on the lead’s future income stream by increasing the

probability of participation in future syndicates. However, the lead banker’s visibility is a

double-edged sword. Nanda and Yun (1997) find that lead underwriters of IPOs that suffer

negative initial returns suffer wealth losses in excess of losses attributable to secondary mar-

ket price stabilization. Moreover, the damage to reputation appears to be borne largely by

the lead even when co-managers are present.

We capture these features of the institutional setting by assuming that after being chosen

to lead an offering, the lead banker, unlike other members of the syndicate, can be observed

to have exerted either high-level or low-level effort and can be penalized for shirking. At

time 3, the lead banker is randomly selected from the set of bankers whose effort levels are

in the set {low-level, high-level}. The lead then chooses the remaining syndicate members.

We assume that the lead, like the issuer, is unable to distinguish between low- and high-level

effort on the part of other bankers. At time 4, after the issue has been priced and sold, the

syndicate’s fee is divided between the lead and remaining syndicate members. The lead’s

effort level is then publicly revealed. As in the no-lead case, the individual effort levels of the

remaining syndicate members are not revealed. In addition to these changes to the game, we

now simplify the analysis by setting the cost of low-level effort, Dl to zero and by focusing

only on the case of restricted entry where M = S.

A. Formation of the Syndicate by a Lead Banker

Delegating responsibility for syndicate formation to a lead banker introduces an additional

agency problem because the lead banker seeks to maximize his or her (rather than the issuing

firm’s) expected payoff from the transaction. Thus we begin by determining the optimal
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syndicate size from the lead banker’s perspective. The lead banker’s expected payoff is

πL =
(
1 − λ(S − 1)

)
pw1 , (12)

where λ is the fraction of this fee that is received by each non-lead syndicate member. As

was demonstrated in the last section it is never strictly optimal for the issuer to set w0 > 0.

We will thus assume w0 = 0 throughout this section so that pw1 is the expected total fee

paid to the syndicate.

Assuming that all syndicate members, including the lead, exert high-level effort, the lead

banker will invite Sh − 1 additional bankers to the syndicate where13

Sh =

√
(1 + λ)µ

λ
. (13)

If the lead has not exerted high-level effort (but all other bankers have), then the lead banker

will invite Sl − 1 additional bankers to join the syndicate where

Sl =

√
µ

λ
+ 1 . (14)

The issuer’s objective is to form a syndicate of size S∗ = min [Sfb, Sld], where Sld is

the number of bankers that can be motivated to work at a high level within the lead-bank

framework. The issuing firm can always prevent the lead from forming a larger syndicate by

offering a contract such that no more than S∗ bankers will participate. Thus, the additional

agency problem reduces to the threat that the lead will want to form a syndicate that is

smaller than S∗. Equation (13) implies that a sufficient condition for resolving the potential

agency conflict between the issuer and lead (assuring that Sh ≥ Sld) is that the sharing rule

among syndicate members satisfy the following constraint:14

Sh ≥ S∗ =⇒ λ ≤ µ

(Sld)2 − µ
. (15)

Equation (15) places an upper bound on the non-lead syndicate members’ share of the

syndicate fee. For the moment, we assume that λ satisfies this condition so that the lead’s
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incentives are aligned with the issuer’s. We will return to an analysis of equation (15) after

determining the value of Sld.

B. The Penalty Function

At time 4, a lead banker identified as having exerted low-level effort incurs a penalty. We

model the penalty as the loss of expected profits from participation in future deals:

Ω = (Πh − Dh)
b

ρ
, (16)

where Πh is the expected revenue from participating in an issue after exerting high-level

effort, b is the probability of being included in any given deal and ρ is the discount rate that

applies to the period of time between deals. The variable Πh must be at least as large Dh,

otherwise the banker will not participate, so Ω ≥ 0. The penalty takes on a strictly positive

value if expected future per-deal revenues are strictly greater than Dh.
15 As the frequency

of deals increases, ρ is diminished and the expected penalty increases.

To keep things simple we assume that all deals are a priori identical and that the current

contract provides the best estimate of the sharing rule for future deals.16 Satisfying the high-

level participation constraint requires that the contract take the form w1 = S(Dh+y)
p

, where

y ≥ 0 and p, the probability of a successful offering, is an increasing function of S.

The expected per-deal net revenue for a banker who exerts high-level effort is thus Πh =

Dh + y and the penalty function is simply:17

Ω =
y b

ρ
, (17)

where b = S
N

and N is the number of bankers available to participate in any given issue.18
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C. Participation and Incentive-Compatibility Constraints with a Lead Banker

The issuer’s optimization problem as given by equation (6) is unchanged, but the partici-

pation and incentive-compatibility constraints do change when there is a lead banker. If at

least S − 1 bankers have exerted high-level effort, then the participation constraint is now

satisfied for an Sth banker if:19

max [Πl, Πh − Dh] ≥ 0 , (18)

where Πl (Πh) represents the expected revenue to the Sth banker if he exerts low-level (high-

level) effort. The Sth banker exerts high-level effort if the incentive-compatibility constraint

is satisfied:

∆ ≡ Πh − Πl ≥ Dh . (19)

The revenue functions associated with low- and high-level effort are:

Πl =
1

S
([πL|low level effort] − Ω) +

(S − 1)λw1

S

(
1 − µ

S − 1

)
(20)

Πh =
1

S
[πL|high level effort] +

(S − 1)λw1

S

(
1 − µ

S

)
(21)

The first term in each revenue function is the lead banker’s expected revenue multiplied

by the probability of being designated the lead banker. The second term is the expected

revenue of a non-lead syndicate member multiplied by the probability of being included as

a non-lead syndicate member.

If the lead banker’s incentives are aligned with the issuing firm’s so that the lead chooses

the syndicate size that the issuer prefers, then the revenue functions are

Πl =
w1

S

(
1 − µ

S − 1

)
− Ω

S
and Πh =

w1

S

(
1 − µ

S

)
, (22)

where Ω is a function of S and y. Since each banker has a probability 1
S

of receiving the

lead-bank designation, Ω
S

is the expected penalty for exerting low-level effort. Because the
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bankers are risk neutral they care only about the expected value of their revenue and so the

within-syndicate sharing rule λ cancels out.

D. Optimal Syndicate Formation with a Lead Banker

The issuer’s problem can now be stated as:20

max
S,w1

(1 − w1)
(
1 − µ

S

)
, (23)

subject to:

w1

S

(
1 − µ

S

)
≥ Dh (24)

w1µ

S

(
1

S − 1
− 1

S

)
+

Ω

S
≥ Dh . (25)

When entry is restricted, the optimal mechanism may maintain a positive penalty func-

tion by sharing surplus with the syndicate. Sharing surplus takes the form of offering a

contract such that w1 = (Dh+y)S

(1− µ
S )

where y > 0, so that the contract offer is strictly larger

than that necessary to ensure participation. Proposition 4, which is analogous to Proposition

3, establishes the benefits from doing so.

PROPOSITION 4: (i) For any given contract offer that is strictly larger than that neces-

sary to ensure participation, delegating responsibility for syndicate formation to a lead banker

produces a strictly larger syndicate (whose entire membership exerts high-level effort), and

therefore greater proceeds, than a syndicate formed in the absence of a lead banker.

(ii) The condition such that the issuing firm will optimally share surplus is less restrictive

for a syndicate formed with a lead banker than for a syndicate formed without a lead banker.

(iii) Forming the syndicate with a lead banker Pareto-dominates forming the syndicate with-

out a lead banker.

Results (i) and (ii) follow from the fact that sharing surplus plays a dual role when the

syndicate is organized by a lead bank. In addition to increasing incentives in the same way
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as with no lead, sharing surplus gives value to reputation. As the amount of shared surplus

increases, so does the value of reputation and the impact of the penalty, thus heightening

incentives to exert high-level effort.

This result is related to Holmström’s (1982) results on moral hazard in teams except

that designating a lead bank does not generally produce the first-best outcome, because the

issuer is limited by three concerns. First, monitoring is random. Second, we assume limited

liability, so that each banker can lose no more than the expected value of future profits. And

third, we assume that the principal (issuing firm) is never harmed by increased effort on the

part of the bankers. Assuming otherwise introduces an additional moral hazard problem, as

addressed by Gorton and Grundy (1997).

Result (iii) of Proposition 4 follows directly from results (i) and (ii). If the condition

holds such that the issuer optimally shares surplus, then forming the syndicate with a lead

strictly Pareto-dominates forming the syndicate without a lead. If the condition does not

hold, then the issuer optimally sets w1 = DhS

(1− µ
S )

and Sld = Snl = S ′. Thus, designating a

lead banker is always Pareto-optimal, even if it is not strictly Pareto-optimal.

When the syndicate is formed by a lead banker and each non-lead member receives Dh+y,

the number of bankers that can be motivated to exert high-level effort is

Sld =
1

2


1 + µ +

√√√√(1 + µ)2 +
4µy(1 + 1

ρN
)

Dh − y
ρN


 . (26)

For any value of y > 0, Sld is strictly greater than the size of syndicate that can be motivated

without a lead, as given in equation (11).

We now return to the sharing rule within the syndicate. Solving for Sld implies the

following result.

PROPOSITION 5: The sufficient condition for the lead banker’s and the issuer’s incentives

to be aligned requires that the lead banker’s share of the total syndicate fee be strictly larger

than the average fee received by the other syndicate members.
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In Section V.A we determined that the lead banker may have incentives to put together

a syndicate that is smaller than the syndicate size preferred by the issuer. A sufficient

condition for the lead banker’s incentives to be aligned with the issuer’s incentives is that

an upper bound be put on each non-lead syndicate member’s share of the total spread. This

upper bound was given in equation (15): λ ≤ µ
(Sld)2−µ

. By inserting equation (26) into

equation (15) it is seen that this condition requires λ to be less than 1
Sld

and thus the lead

to be allocated a disproportionate share of the syndicate fee. If bankers are risk averse, then

the value of λ that results in optimal risk sharing will exceed that given by equation (15).

VI. Deal Size and Frequency

By reintroducing the parameter V for issue size we can prove the following:

PROPOSITION 6: i) If it is strictly Pareto-optimal to share surplus with syndicate mem-

bers, then the optimal amount shared and syndicate size are strictly increasing in issue size.

ii) The condition under which the issuer optimally shares surplus with the syndicate is more

easily satisfied as issue size increases.

Because Sfb =
√

µV
Dh

, in a first-best world the issuer increases the size of the syndicate with

the size of the offering. But larger offerings create greater profit opportunity regardless of

effort level. This aggravates the moral hazard problem in the second-best world. Increasing

the size of the syndicate in a second-best world requires sharing surplus with the syndicate.

The issuer’s incentive to do so increases with issue size.

Although Proposition 6 tells us that the fee premium offered to the syndicate is increasing

in issue size, it does not speak directly to the fraction of gross proceeds, or spread, paid to

the syndicate (w1

V
in our model). If the issuing firm does not optimally share surplus with the

syndicate, then the syndicate size is independent of issue size and the spread is decreasing in
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issue size. However, when it is optimal to share surplus with the syndicate, the issuer jointly

optimizes over the spread and the syndicate size. We cannot obtain a closed-form analytical

solution to this problem, but it can be solved numerically. Figure 2 illustrates the outcome

of this numerical analysis.21

Figure 2 goes here

The convexity of the spread function in Figure 2 is consistent with the fee structure

observed in practice, and reflects two interacting effects. First, total proceeds are increasing

in issue size, thus the percentage spread needed to cover syndicate members for their cost of

participation is falling. Second, the incentive to free ride and therefore the optimal premium

for the issuer to pay above this participation cost is also increasing. If the syndicate is formed

by a lead banker, then an additional benefit is obtained from sharing surplus, and so the

issuer optimally pays a larger spread than if the syndicate were not formed by a lead. At the

same time, however, the issuer’s expected net proceeds are higher with a lead banker than

without a lead.

Figure 2 was drawn assuming the cost of exerting effort, Dh, is independent of issue size.

If instead the cost of exerting effort is increasing with issue size (but at a slower rate than

issue size), then the optimal spread would converge more quickly toward a constant as issue

size increases. This prediction is consistent with the clustering of percentage underwriting

spreads observed by Chen and Ritter (2000). A key insight from our analysis is that the

issuing firm may prefer this outcome over a perfectly competitive setting in which it captures

the entire surplus from a smaller pool of proceeds.22

Finally, the model predicts that during hot markets, spreads for syndicates organized by

a lead banker will decrease and net proceeds will increase as more activity gives the penalty

function more impact. However, testing this prediction is not straightforward because in
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cold markets the impact of the penalty function may be so weak that for some firms it will

be impossible to satisfy the non-negative net proceeds constraint. Thus a meaningful test of

the theory will require accounting for sample truncation during cold markets.

VII. Conclusion

It strains belief that the modern syndicate survives as nothing more than a risk-sharing

device. Even if this were the case, it remains difficult to explain the syndicate’s transitory

(albeit stable) organizational structure. In this paper we have taken some initial steps

toward a deeper understanding of the link between the economic function of the securities

underwriting syndicate and its rather unusual organizational form. Our analysis sheds light

on why economic efficiency might be served by competition for the designation of a lead

banker, followed by cooperation in the distribution effort. We also demonstrate why limited

entry and seemingly high underwriting spreads can benefit both investment bankers and

issuing firms.

If investment banks are purely competitive, then one would expect the issuing firm to

capture the entire surplus from its offering. However, we demonstrate that in the presence

of moral hazard first-best may be unattainable and attaining the second-best outcome may

require the issuing firm to share the surplus with the syndicate. As a result, even if investment

banks are otherwise purely competitive, it will be Pareto-optimal within a wide range of

parameter values for entry to be restricted so that surplus can be shared with bankers

included in the syndicate.

Our analysis makes no formal effort to define the legal boundaries of banking firms as

evidenced by our using the terms bank and banker more or less interchangeably. However,

we think it is reasonable to assert that the boundaries of production teams that comprise
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the underwriting capacity of a single bank are effectively defined by the limits of any single

banker’s ability to monitor his or her peers. We suggest that the syndicate makes possible the

larger scale production teams necessary for most securities offerings by providing a discrete

complement to the continuous monitoring that occurs within banking firms.

If recent advances in information technology reduce the cost of monitoring and/or the

industry’s heavy dependence on investor relationships, the role for the syndicate described

here might be substantially diminished.23 Wit Capital, for example, essentially bypasses

institutional investors in favor of establishing direct contact with individual investors. The

bidding and secondary market trading behavior of these “e-syndicate” investors already is

stored and monitored electronically. Even if this “relationship” with retail investors sacrifices

some of the subtle information gained through traditional relationships with institutional

investors, it may be more productive on a cost-adjusted basis. Although we believe that

reputation will remain central to the process of financial intermediation, the net result of

advances in information technology could be to substantially alter the mechanisms by which

reputations are established and maintained within the industry.
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Appendix

Notation:

Exogenous parameters: (The exogenous parameters are all common knowledge.)

µ = price parameter that represents uncertainty about issue value

V = price parameter that represents issue size. In most of the paper, V is set to 1.

Dl = cost to a banker for exerting low level effort ≥ 0

Dh = cost to a banker for exerting high level effort > Dl

(When V is normalized to 1, Dl and Dh are relative to issue size.)

ρ = discount rate; ρ decreases with frequency of deals

N = number of bankers in the market

Endogenous parameters:

P = issue price (for entire issue) = total issue proceeds

M = number of bankers who exert at least low-level effort

S∗ = syndicate size announced by issuer at time 1

S = number of bankers who are in the syndicate and exert high-level effort ≤ S∗

p = probability that issue is successful. This is a function of S.

P̄ = expected issue price, also a function of S.

Z = net proceeds received by issuer

w1 = total fee paid to the syndicate when issue is successful

w0 = total fee paid to the syndicate when issue is unsuccessful

Sfb = first-best syndicate size

S ′ = maximum number of bankers that can be motivated to exert high-level effort

when the high-level participation constraint is exactly satisfied

y = amount above Dh paid by issuer (in expected value) per syndicate member, y ≥ 0.
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Snl = maximum number of bankers that can be motivated to exert high-level effort when

there is restricted entry but no lead banker

Sld = maximum number of bankers that can be motivated when there is restricted entry

and a lead bank er

Sh = optimal syndicate size from the perspective of the lead banker if the lead banker

has exerted high-level effort

Ω = penalty realized by a lead banker who has exerted low-level effort

Πh = expected revenue for exerting high-level effort in lead regime

Πl = expected revenue for exerting low-level effort in lead regime

λ = fraction of syndicate’s fee that goes to each non-lead syndicate member

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1: The proof of Proposition 1 follows from looking at equa-

tions (7) and (8). Both the high-level participation constraint and the effort constraint are

eased as M is made smaller. The lower bound on M is S.

DERIVATION OF S ′ AND PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2: Incentive compatibility re-

quires that

(
µ

S∗ − 1
− µ

S∗

)
(w1 − w0) ≥ S∗(Dh − Dl)

=⇒ µ(w1 − w0) ≥ (S∗)2(S∗ − 1)(Dh − Dl) (27)

If the participation constraint for high-level effort is exactly satisfied, then

(
1 − µ

S∗

)
w1 +

(
µ

S∗

)
w0 = S∗Dh . (28)

It is clear from the incentive compatibility constraint that we should optimally set w0 = 0.

(It cannot be negative.) Thus,

w1 =
(S∗)2Dh

S∗ − µ
. (29)
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Incentive compatibility gives

(S∗ − µ)(S∗ − 1) ≤ µDh

Dh − Dl

. (30)

Setting this to equality to find the largest possible syndicate size when the participation

constraint is binding provides the following result:

S ′2 − (1 + µ)S ′ − µDl

Dh − Dl

= 0 =⇒

S ′ =
1

2

(
1 + µ +

√
(1 + µ)2 +

4µDl

Dh − Dl

)
(31)

Because the above expression represents an upper bound, first-best can be achieved if and

only if S ′ ≥ Sfb =
√

µ
Dh

.

(i) It is clear that S ′ is decreasing in Dh −Dl. Variables Dh and Dl are both relative to issue

size, so S ′ is independent of issue size. Variable Sfb is increasing in issue size.

(ii) Syndicate size can be increased only by increasing w1. But, if this is done, then the

issuer will optimally choose a syndicate size smaller than Sfb.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3: If the issuer shares surplus with the syndicate, then the

high-level participation constraint will be non-binding. The incentive compatibility con-

straint will be binding, and satisfied with equality. The approach of this proof will be to

determine the issuer’s optimal syndicate size, given that equation (8) is satisfied with equality

and subject to the participation constraint being satisfied. Incentive compatibility (equation

(8)) satisfied with equality (and M = S) gives:

w1 =
(Dh − Dl)(S

3 − S2)

µ
. (32)

The issuer’s objective is:

max
S

Z(S) = (1 − w1)p(S)
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=

(
1 − (Dh − Dl)(S

3 − S2)

µ

) (
S − µ

S

)

=

(
1

S
− (Dh − Dl)(S

2 − S)

µ

)
(S − µ) , (33)

subject to

w1p(S) ≥ DhS =⇒ (Dh − Dl)(S − 1)(S − µ)

µ
≥ Dh =⇒ S ≥ S ′ (34)

∂Z(S)

∂S
=

(
−1

S2
− (Dh − Dl)(2S − 1)

µ

)
(S − µ) +

1

S
− (Dh − Dl)(S

2 − S)

µ

=
µ

S2
− (Dh − Dl) ((2S − 1)(S − µ) + S2 − S)

µ
(35)

∂2Z(S)

∂S2
=

−2µ

S3
− (Dh − Dl) ((2S − 1) + 2(S − µ) + 2S − 1)

µ

=
−2µ

S3
− 2(Dh − Dl) (3S − µ − 1)

µ
. (36)

Because S ′ ≥ 1 + µ, the second derivative is clearly negative for any value of S ≥ S ′. Thus,

if the expression given in equation (35) is strictly positive at S = S ′, then there exists an

optimal syndicate size S∗ > S ′. That is, if:

Dh − Dl <
µ2

S ′2 ((2S ′ − 1)(S ′ − µ) + S ′(S ′ − 1))
. (37)

The above can also be written as:

S ′
√

(Dh − Dl) ((2S ′ − 1)(S ′ − µ) + S ′(S ′ − 1))

µDh

<

√
µ

Dh

= Sfb (38)

(2S ′ − 1)(S ′ − µ) + S ′(S ′ − 1)

=
1

2

(
µ(1 − µ) +

√
(1 + µ)2 +

4µDl

Dh − Dl

+ (1 + µ)2 +
4µDl

Dh − Dl

)

+
1

4

(
µ2 − 1 + (1 + µ)2 + 2µ

√
(1 + µ)2 +

4µDl

Dh − Dl

+
4µDl

Dh − Dl

)

= µ +
µDl

Dh − Dl

+
1

2

(
(1 + µ)

√
(1 + µ)2 +

4µDl

Dh − Dl

+ (1 + µ)2 +
4µDl

Dh − Dl

)

=
µDh

Dh − Dl

+ S ′ (2S ′ − 1 − µ) (39)
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Thus, we can write the above condition as:

Sfb > S ′
√

1 +
(Dh − Dl)S ′(2S ′ − 1 − µ)

µDh

> S ′ . (40)

We next dertive the second-best syndicate size, Snl. The participation constraint is satisfied

by setting w1 = S2(Dh+y)
(S−µ)

, where y ≥ 0. Setting the incentive compatibility constraint as

binding and assuming that M = S, the largest syndicate that can be motivated is determined

by:

S2
nl − (1 + µ)Snl −

µ(Dl + y)

Dh − Dl

= 0 =⇒

Snl =
1

2


1 + µ +

√√√√√(1 + µ)2 +
4µ( Dl

Dh
+ y

Dh
)

1 − Dl

Dh


 . (41)

Setting y > 0 is clearly more productive in increasing syndicate size when Dh decreases and

µ increases.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4: The main difference between this proof and that of

Proposition 3 is that we are not able to sign the second derivative here, so we can prove

sufficiency only. Sufficiency proves that the parameter range in which it is Pareto-optimal

to share surplus is strictly larger with a lead than without a lead. The other difference is

that in this proof we optimize over the spread increment y, rather than over syndicate size.

The two approaches are equivalent, but in this proof optimizing over y greatly decreases the

necessary algebra.

(i) We set w1 = S2(Dh+y)
S−µ

, where y ≥ 0. Also, Ω = Sy
ρN

. We consider only the case in

which the moral hazard problem is binding, so that the incentive-compatibility constraint is

binding (and the optimal syndicate size will be at least S ′ = 1 + µ):

w1µ

S2(S − 1)
+

Ω

S
=

(Dh + y)µ

(S − µ)(S − 1)
+

y

ρN
= Dh =⇒
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S2 − (1 + µ)S + µ =
(Dh + y)µ

Dh − y
ρN

=⇒

S2 − (1 + µ)S −
µ y(1 + 1

ρN
)

Dh − y
ρN

= 0 =⇒

Sld =
1

2


1 + µ +

√√√√(1 + µ)2 +
4µ y(1 + 1

ρN
)

Dh − y
ρN


 . (42)

The above is clearly greater than Snl if y > 0 (and Dl is set = 0 in the expression for Snl).

(ii) Thus, the issuer can do strictly better with a lead for all parameter values such that

∃y > 0 such that

Zld(y) = 1 − µ

Sld

− Sld(Dh + y) > Z ′ = 1 − µ

S ′ − S ′Dh (43)

∂Zld

∂y
=

(
µ

S2
ld

− y − Dh

)
∂Sld

∂y
− Sld (44)

∂2Zld

∂y2
= − 2µ

S3
ld

(
∂Sld

∂y

)2

− 2∂Sld

∂y
+

(
µ

S2
ld

− y − Dh

)
∂2Sld

∂y2
(45)

∂Sld

∂y
= µ




(
1 + 1

ρN

)
Dh − y

ρN

+
y(1 + 1

ρN
) 1

ρN

(Dh − y
ρN

)2





(1 + µ)2 +

4µ y(1 + 1
ρN

)

Dh − y
ρN




− 1
2

=
µDh

(
1 + 1

ρN

)
(Dh − y

ρN
)2(2Sld − 1 − µ)

> 0 , (46)

where ∂2Sld

∂y2 >< 0. Thus, we are not able to prove necessity, but we do have sufficiency, so

that if ∂Zld

∂y

∣∣∣∣∣
y=0

> 0 , then we know that ∃y > 0 such that Zld(y) > Z ′. Thus,

∂Zld

∂y
=

(
µ

(Sld)2
− y − Dh

)
µDh

(
1 + 1

ρN

)
(Dh − y

ρN
)2(2Sld − 1 − µ)

− Sld . (47)

Using the fact that Sld|y=0 = S ′ = 1 + µ:

∂Zld

∂y

∣∣∣∣∣
y=0

=

(
µ

(S ′)2
− Dh

)
µ

(
1 + 1

ρN

)
Dh(2S ′ − 1 − µ)

− S ′

=
µ2

(
1 + 1

ρN

)
Dh(1 + µ)3

−
µ

(
1 + 1

ρN

)
1 + µ

− (1 + µ) (48)
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∂Zld

∂y

∣∣∣∣∣
y=0

> 0 ⇐⇒ Dh <
µ2

(
1 + 1

ρN

)
(1 + µ)2

(
µ

(
1 + 1

ρN

)
+ (1 + µ)2

) . (49)

Equation (49) is a sufficient equation such that the issuer strictly prefers paying more than

the reservation value Dh. This condition is clearly less restrictive than equation (37) given

in the proof of Proposition 3. (Again assuming that Dl = 0.)

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5: We know that Sld ≥ 1 + µ, thus equation (15) gives:

λ ≤ µ

(Sld)2 − µ
=

1
(Sld)2

µ
− 1

≤ 1
Sld(1+µ)

µ
− 1

=
1

Sld + Sld

µ
− 1

<
1

Sld

. (50)

Note: This result is only strengthened if Dl > 0.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6: (i) When we reintroduce V , the functional forms for Snl

and Sld are unchanged. For any given value of y, they are both independent of V . However,

the issuer’s optimal function is affected: Z(y) = V − µV
S(y)

−S(y)(y +Dh). If the condition

holds such that there is a strictly positive optimal value of y, then in the no-lead case the

optimal value of y is the lowest positive value of y that satisfies:

∂Znl(y)

∂y
= 0 =⇒ V − (Dh + y)(Snl)

2

µ
− Dh(Snl)

3(2Snl − 1 − µ)

µ2
= 0 , (51)

where Snl is an increasing function of y. (We write this equation assuming Dl = 0, but it

makes no difference for the results here. We also apply the fact that ∂Snl

∂y
|Dl=0 = µ

Dh(2Snl−1−µ)
.)

Let y∗ be the optimal value of y. y∗ is clearly increasing in V .

In the lead case, we will assume that ρN is large enough so that ∂2Zld

∂y2 is negative through-

out the range S(y) ∈ (S ′, Sfb). This ensures that the optimality condition is well-defined.

Applying results from the Proof of Proposition 4, the optimal value of y satifies:

∂Zld(y)

∂y
= 0 =⇒

V − (Dh + y)(Sld)
2

µ
−

(Dh − y
ρN

)2(Sld)
3(2Sld − 1 − µ)

µ2Dh

(
1 + 1

ρN

) = 0 , (52)
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where Sld is an increasing function of y. The optimal value of y, y∗, as determined by

equation (52), is again increasing in V .

(ii) This follows directly from equations (37) and (49). When V is no longer normalized

to one, Dh and Dl are replaced with Dh

V
and Dl

V
.
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Footnotes

1In contrast, the bulk of distribution and secondary market support effort occurs after the formation of the

syndicate and is more nearly deal specific. Moreover, syndicate managers routinely monitor distribution and

trading behavior and penalize syndicate members who violate explicit or implicit agreements among members

(see Benveniste, Busaba, and Wilhelm (1996), Benveniste, Erdal and Wilhelm (1998) and Aggarwal (2000)).

Similarly, analyst forecasts are readily compared to outcomes and serve as the basis for highly visible industry

rankings.

2This point is borne out by Dewing’s (1953) observation that disputes among bankers were generally

settled without resort to the courts.

3We thank Alexander Ljungqvist for providing this information.

4A notation list, given at the beginning of the appendix, may be useful in this and the following sections.

5Later, we reintroduce V to examine the effect of issue size on the model’s predictions.

6Alternatively, there is substantial literature devoted to the certification role of banker reputation in secu-

rities offerings (e.g., Booth and Smith (1986), Chemmanur and Fulghieri (1994)). Likewise, Benvensite and

Spindt (1989) suggest that bankers add value by maintaining a mechanism for resolving problems related to

asymmetric information among investors (e.g., Rock (1986)) but take the credibility of the mechanism for

granted (see Benveniste, Busaba and Wilhelm (1996)). In this context, we might envision effort as necessary

for establishing and preserving credibility with investors of the banker’s commitment to the mechanism.

Finally, it can be shown that this general production technology is consistent with banker effort diminish-

ing uncertainty in a model where investor risk aversion leads to newly issued securities being valued as a

decreasing function of uncertainty.

7Note that industry structure is not treated as a choice variable in the analysis. We model economic

agents as making individually rational choices, given the environment in which they are acting. We will,

however, be able to make statements about which type of industry structure most benefits the issuer and

the investment bankers.

8With issue size normalized to one, effort levels are relative to the size of the issue. All else equal, larger

issues incur lower costs (Dl and Dh).

9Random selection is a simple way of capturing the consequences of imperfectly observable effort. If effort
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were perfectly observable, the issuing firm would simply select from the pool of banks that have exerted high-

level effort. Random selection, like errors arising from imperfect observation of effort, permits the inclusion

of banks that have exerted low-level effort. In addition, the random assignment of the lead banker’s role has

some similarities to the “rank-order tournaments” analyzed by Lazear and Rosen (1981) in the sense that

the value of the “prize” is not wholly contingent on deal-specific output.

10If Dl goes to zero, then S′ becomes independent of the cost of effort (S′|Dl=0 = 1 + µ). Also, while our

base model (with issue size not normalized to one) assumed that the cost of effort is independent of issue

size, the result that first best is more nearly achieved for smaller issues does not require independence. All

that is necessary is the much weaker assumption that the ratio of individual cost of effort to issue size is

decreasing with issue size.

11The latter effect is due to the concavity of the production function.

12In an earlier version of the paper we modelled proceeds as drawn from a continuous probability distri-

bution. In that model the issuer optimized over the sharing rule and a reservation value for proceeds (below

which the issue would be cancelled). It was shown that increasing the reservation value also induces greater

effort, but without the dissipation of shared surplus in the presence of free entry. Numerical experimentation

showed, however, that for most parameter values sharing surplus (with restricted entry) provided a more

efficient means of inducing extra effort.

13Sh is determined by inserting p = 1 − µ
S into the equation for πL and then finding the value of S that

maximizes πL. Sl is determined in the same way, but with p = 1 − µ
S−1 .

14We use Sh here because in equilibrium the lead banker exerts high-level effort.

15Klein and Leffler (1981) also model the value of reputation as accruing from the possibility of earning

revenues above the cost of production.

16Of course, some issuing firms may have greater than (or less than) average bargaining power, so that

the best estimate of future sharing rules will differ from the current negotiated value, but the findings of Lee

et al. (1996) suggest that this is a second-order consideration.

17These functions assume restricted entry and high-level effort for all syndicate members for future deals.

18We think of N as the number of banks that have expertise, or the ability to acquire expertise, in the
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type of issues being considered. N is exogenous and it is assumed that N ≥ S.

19Recall, we are assuming that Dl = 0. Also, in order to simplify the notation we will use S instead of S∗

in what follows.

20Apart from the penalty function, the problem stated here is simpler than that in Section IV because we

use the result that w0 is optimally set to zero, we assume restricted entry, so that we needn’t worry about

the participation constraint at low-level effort, and we assume that Dl = 0.

21The numerical analysis begins by defining net proceeds to the issuer as a function of both the syndicate

size and the premium (over Dh) paid to the syndicate members, and then defining the syndicate size as a

function of this premium. We can then determine the optimal premium (which, of course, is restricted to

be non-negative). The syndicate size, spread and proceeds are then calculated as functions of this premium.

Figure 2 was created in Mathematica with this algorithm assuming that µ = 1, Dh = 0.5, Dl = 0 and

Nρ = 20. The spread, w1
V , ranges in value from about 33% to 9%, while V ranges in value from 6 to 250.

This decreasing convex functional form was achieved for all combinations of parameter values attempted.

22We make no predictions here regarding the quantitative value to which the spread may optimally

converge.

23See Wilhelm (1999) for further development of this argument.
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Issue size, V

Figure 2

Underwriting spread versus issue size.

The solid curve (—) represents the spread when the syndicate is formed by a lead manager.

The dashed curve (- - -) represents the spread when the syndicate is formed without a lead

manager.
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